roundflash™ the collapsible ringflash diffuser for SLR/DSLR with additional flash guns fits most body+standard /tele lens+flash combos. For best results set the **flash zoom at 85mm** manually and if using TTL mode set the **flash compensation on +1 ½ EV**.

For set-up: stretch the RF along all 5 foldable magnetic sticks until they click. Then place the lens in the central hole using the pentagonal adjustable stretchy rope & fix the flash with the universal velcro.

For transport fold the sticks and collapse the RoundFlash as shown on the pictures below & film- scan the QR code

Caution! Even small neodymium magnets can damage your magnetic media. Take care!

Join us on [flickr](http://www.flickr.com/groups/roundflash/)